Opening of position for

RESEARCH FELLOW

The Chair of Energy Sustainability (University of Barcelona) and the Barcelona Institute of Economics invite
applications for fellow researcher beginning in September 2016.

CANDIDATE PROFILE:
We seek individuals who relish the opportunity to be involved with research within a vibrant research academic
unit.
We are seeking to appoint a Research Fellow in Energy Economics with experience in researching and teaching.
The successful applicant will have a PhD in Economics and will have spent at least two academic years as a
researcher in a prestigious University different from that which awarded the PhD. The successful candidate must
have participated, or be participating, in research projects with researchers from that university.
Those who wish to apply must have in-depth knowledge of econometrics techniques, micro-economics and
macro-economics. The successful applicant must have published in major international academic journals in
Energy and Economics, first JCR quartile is required.
Native-like Spanish and English, as well as an understanding of spoken and written Catalan are required.
Candidates’ proven experience managing research teams will be considered.

JOB DESCRIPTION:
This post offers the opportunity to contribute to research projects on energy economics. The key responsibilities
are:


Management and participation in research projects of interest to the Chair of Energy Sustainability.



Preparation of reports to appear in competitive international research projects



Publication of articles in prestigious academic journals



Dissemination activities such as conference presentations, workshop participation and other academic
events
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Participation and management of academic events



Teaching Economy and Energy Economics at degree and Master’s levels.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
The position is for a period of 12 months renewable for up to 3 years.
The yearly gross amount of the stipend is 31,000€.

HOW TO APPLY
Candidates should provide to the email address chairenergysustainability@ub.edu the following information:


Complete CV giving special attention to research and teaching experience.



A letter of application.



Three letters of recommendation.

Application deadline: June 24th, 2016
Informal enquiries may be made to Professor Maria Teresa Costa-Campi (mailto: mtcosta@ub.edu), Professor
Jose Garcia-Quevedo (mailto: jgarciaq@ub.edu) or Xavier Massa (mailto: xmassa@ub.edu).
Please quote in the title of the message “Application Research Fellow” on all correspondence.

More information www.ieb.ub.edu and Chair of Energy Sustainability
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